Climate change – advocating for our children’s rights

Marina Bachmann
For over a decade our work at Collectively Kids has focussed on becoming an environmentally sustainable
community. That process has been dynamic and rewarding. We’re lucky to have a stable and relatively
small community of 8 teachers and about 40 families which has enabled us to keep up momentum to
achieve most of our goals. But we have arrived at a difficult moment. It’s time to question whether
sustainability is still possible and to rethink our focus. The idea of environmental sustainability is such a
comfortable fit with early childhood education – it’s hard to give up. Once we move beyond that we enter
more challenging and uncertain territory.

Preparing this presentation has been a part of exploring where to next for us. We will share with you
aspects of what we have done so far and what our thoughts and plans are for the future. Climate change is
a confronting issue but there are things everyone can do to make a meaningful contribution and having
conversations about what that contribution might look like is really important. We have started asking
families about their thoughts and after getting ideas from just 2 people our plan has already been
enriched. We will continue that consultation with our families and wider community. We are also hoping
to share this presentation to promote discussion.

Climate change is an uncomfortable topic. It’s like the elephant in the room, we know it’s there, we know
it’s big but we don’t want to talk about it. It is happening everywhere, it’s no longer a distant threat that
may strike sometime in the future.

It’s not just elsewhere – it’s impacting now on Aotearoa but even more on our neighbours, Australia and
Pasifika nations. We are seeing a rise in sea levels, an increase in extreme weather events, very fierce fires.

As a result of the Paris negotiations last year there has been global agreement to limit climate change to 2
degrees and Pacific islands (unfortunately not including NZ) showed extraordinary leadership in pushing for
a 1.5 target. This is something to celebrate but we need to be clear that an agreement does not equate to
action.
We are not making progress towards achieving a 2degree target let alone 1.5 and even at 1.5 degrees
warmer the world will be a very different place, environmentally and socially much more volatile. We are
beginning to get a taste of what that might look like – extreme weather including high temperatures,
storms, floods and droughts. Seasons have become more unpredictable. We can’t count on traditional
weather patterns which affects food security and biodiversity and can lead to conflict. There is also the
issue of climate change refugees. This will affect us (in New Zealand) in the not too distant future as rises in
sea level make life difficult or impossible for people in some Pacific islands.

Even if we were to stop emissions now there would still be lasting impact due to feedback loops. A positive
feedback loop accelerates a temperature rise. One example of that is melting ice. Because ice is lightcoloured and reflective, most of the sunlight that hits it is bounced back to space, which limits the amount
of warming it causes. But as the world gets hotter, ice melts, the darker-coloured land or water below
absorbs more of the sun's energy, leading to more warming, which in turn leads to more ice melting
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/jan/05/climate-change-feedback-loops). We can
mitigate the impact of climate change and technological solutions will help, but we can’t stop it or reverse
it. To find out more about feedback loops see links at the end of the presentation.
To find out more about feedback loops see links at the end of the presentation.

This is the issue of our time and future generations (including our children) will judge us on our
performance which to date has not been great. It is our job to ensure that future generations have a viable
planet to live on. It is not fair to leave them with a mess we are responsible for, we should be doing our
best to limit the damage.
The actions we take and decisions we make now will impact on younger people whose opinions are not
heard, or valued in the same way that the rights and needs of the environment are not considered. In
addition Children and the more vulnerable members of society either don’t have a vote and sometimes
they just don’t vote.

The quote on the slide is from James Hansen, a leading climate change scientist and now also an activist.
The challenge implied in his comment applies to all of us. Of course we don’t have the same understanding
of the science of climate change as James Hansen (whose books, lectures and presentations you can find
on the internet). BUT if we understand and accept that climate change is a huge problem and that the only
option we have is immediate and radical reduction of greenhouse gas emissions on a global level, then we
have an obligation as teachers and as citizens to act in ways that bring about change right now.
It’s a huge challenge that we can’t solve as individuals. Robust, major action is required from our
governments, business, and agricultural sectors and other institutions. Trading carbon credits is not
enough. All institutions should be addressing the threat of climate change and ways to mitigate that – this
is our biggest health and safety issue! As individuals we also have a role to play and that is to become
critical, active, informed and involved citizens and to help our children develop the skills to take on that
role too.

A recent Education Gazette article called “The common good - Remedies for Civic Disengagement” by
Jaylan Boyle (NZ Education Gazette, 23/5/2016, volume 95, number 9) mentions the increasing
indifference to civic participation since 1980 - which isn’t surprising given the growth of neoliberalism and
the accompanying focus on the individual at the expense of the collective. The article is mainly about
voting and NCEA curriculum standards but I was really interested by a comment which said that while “lots
of teachers are enthusiastic about the transformative possibilities of direct action in social studies,…many
seem wary of leaving themselves and their students open to accusations of bias, of pushing personal
beliefs, social engineering, coercion and indoctrination.”
I am conscious of that worry too but climate change is a scientific fact and I believe that as teachers it is
our role to promote children’s rights, particularly the intergenerational right to a viable planet. To achieve
that we need to speak up and become powerful. We have to leave our comfort zones and be courageous
which will mean different things for different people. Mostly it is about speaking up about the importance
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and halting environmental degradation and for a start that might
just be in conversation with friends, family and parents. It’s about connecting to make change happen
locally, nationally and globally.
Within our centres and educational institutions and research we need to really think about what we can
deliver in ECE that will be helpful for children at this time and that will prepare them for an uncertain
future.

When we think about our children’s education we need to consider if we can we still use the terms
education for sustainability or education for sustainable development. As well as that are those models still
useful?
Our previous presentations have focussed on those traditional, more comfortable models of education
which look at what we can do in our places as individuals and what values and skills we can instil in our
children and to an extent in our communities to live more sustainably. That has been a great journey and I
am really proud of the work we have done as a centre.
Walking the talk is important. And we have always kept the bigger picture in mind by making sure that our
local actions reflect, and are examples of small place-based responses to real global issues.

We have cut our carbon footprint – particularly through reducing consumerism (the main driver of climate
change). Mainly we don’t buy much and use resources we have with care ensuring a long lifespan of
products. Often people see greening a centre as involving replacing items with natural resources. Actually
we are better off sticking with what we have rather than adding more stuff to the mountain of waste. The
production of natural products like baskets isn’t necessarily environmentally sound and can involve poor
working conditions. Collecting leaves and shells can be seen as taking from the natural environment.
We carefully consider future purchases and acquisitions (as it’s not just about the things we buy but also
things we are given). We try to think about more responsible and ethical options and we try to focus on
need rather than want. We also celebrate the history of the things we have and how well we have looked
after them.
We have taken part in mitigation projects such as tree planting, picking up rubbish.
Our latest fabulous thing is the installation of a Tesla solar system thanks to Vector.
We are learning skills and developing attitudes. We particularly focus on leaving a place “nice” for the next
person and improving our favourite places (planting, picking up rubbish) as this is what humans are failing
to do on a global scale. We also encourage all members of our community to identify problems and act on
them.
We’ve developed a framework of philosophy, policy, an EfS curriculum document and all of that has
served us well and I think those small local actions still have a place. They show a willingness to act and to
live our lives differently, including living as an inclusive community at a time when everything is so
focussed on the individual and what separates us, not on the many things we have in common. It’s felt
pretty comfortable and even virtuous.
But the time has come to accept that sustainability is probably no longer possible – we won’t get our
balanced world back but we can and have to try to limit the damage.

Here is a model of what sustainable development might look like – our environment and its resources are
finite and our society and economy depend on the environment so when we make economic, social or any
decisions the rational thing to do is to seriously take the environment into account. The needs and rights of
the environment are the first things we need to consider as our lives depend upon it. However that’s not
how the world operates currently where the “economy” calls the shots and growth is the only thing that
matters.
While the idea of achieving environmental sustainability is problematic the educational models still offer
useful guidance for teachers.

UNESCO describes ESD as “enabling us to constructively and creatively address present and future global
challenges and create more sustainable and resilient societies.”
Things usually mentioned in EFS or ESD models are:
Critical thinking

Creativity
Scientific and technological knowledge
A children’s rights approach based on the UN convention of the rights of the child
Social justice - developing an understanding of diversity, fairness and equity
The rights of the environment
The 7 rs (reduce, reuse, recycle, respect, repair and most importantly - reflect and refuse), this includes
questioning current ways of living (for instance consumerism)
They also talk about citizenship which is a big focus of this presentation
(See Pramling Samuelsson, I and Kaga, Y, eds. (2008) “The contribution of early childhood education to a
sustainable society”, Paris, UNESCO, http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0015/001593/159355E.pdf
particularly the introduction)

It feels to me though that the models put responsibility for solving the issues of climate change in the
future on learners now, and imply that the learners have more agency than they actually do. I think that’s
misleading and unfair. If environmental education had been in place in the 70’s or 80’s we might have
more enlightened adults leading change in 2016 but providing kids with that now does little to reduce the
problem other than preparing them for an uncertain future which is important but, as I have said before,
what we need is a reduction in emissions now and the main responsibility for achieving that rests with
adults and the institutions, councils, governments, the business sector they are part of.

What could we call this new education? Taking sustainability out EfS means would leave us with just
environmental education. Or we could go for a more provocative term – “education for survival”. It comes
from Peter Moss (Professor of Early Childhood Provision at the University of London) who has written an
article titled: “We cannot continue as we are: the educator in an education for survival.” He describes the
article as “a reflection about education at a very particular and perilous moment of humankind’s history”
and he asks the question which is really what we are reflecting on – “given the state we, humankind, are in,
what is the purpose of education and what are the requirements of the educator?”
(http://eprints.ioe.ac.uk/5580/1/Moss2010Wecannot20.pdf)
And that brings me back to Collectively Kids. As part of our “where to” process we are taking another look
at our philosophy, environment policy and EFS curriculum. Developing these documents has provided us

with a strong foundation, a sense of purpose and team commitment. Keeping the documents dynamic
through regular review is important – things change – the team, the issues, and the responses to those
issues.
We will be checking the documents to make sure that they clearly demonstrate what exactly we are doing
now and what our goals are for the future. This will involve an action plan and will be a focus self-review.
The plan is likely to include quite small actions that increase our visibility in our community – putting signs
made by children on our fence, taking responsibility for keeping our street clean and letting the neighbours
know, linking documentation more effectively to our environmental goals, sharing our work and resources
more effectively. One of the things that emerged from conversation with a parent is that we take it for
granted that parents understand from our stories why we do what we do but we need to be more explicit
about our goals, especially if we want people to engage.
Two inquiry questions might be useful in terms of review are:
One is - “Are we walking the talk?” That would involve auditing what we are doing now and checking that
our practices match our aspirations.
Another is – “How can we develop active citizenship within our community to promote climate change
action?”
It will be a tricky process which may raise more questions than answers.

Elements of our philosophy are very aspirational. The opening statement reads:
“Children have the right to a peaceful, safe, secure, healthy, socially just, environmentally sustainable
present and future.”
It’s a great statement but we also need to demonstrate what we are doing as teachers, as a community to
make that a possibility. Is it happening in our centre? What changes can we make? How can we effectively
advocate for those rights?
It’s a bit like reducing carbon emissions – having great goals is one thing, making them happen is another.

For our environment policy we will be looking critically at the principles and goals which are up on the
slide. Similar questions will apply.

The link above is a video entitled ‘Forget Shorter Showers’. Please consider what is being said in the video
and critique if it challenges you and ask yourself why. We found this quite provocative and leads into
Zane’s discussion about citizenship…

Zane McCarthy
So we have our EFS curriculum and we engage with children and parents on social, environmental, and
climate change issues. We are continuously looking at our practices and systems through these lenses.
These have a strong impact on our centre community. But what about outside of the centre? We have
some connections in the wider community but how can we make these stronger so that the issues we care
about are what others see as important too.
This is what we are looking at now as a centre. How can we make a greater impact beyond our doorstep.

Earlier this year there was a theories of change hui at the University of Auckland. Various speakers talked
briefly about what their own theory of change was. There is a link to the videos of the presenters at the
bottom of this slide.
What struck me at the hui was the importance of collective action and growing a movement to create
systemic change. Yes, our small actions, like cloth nappies, gardening, recycling, can be important as an
introduction to thinking sustainably, but the reality is that these actions will not save the planet. We need
to be looking at growing a movement that puts pressure on the world superpowers to take action and
prevent further environmental degradation.
Change is about recognising the skills and assets that you have and utilising these. So yes, for some it might
be those small actions that decrease your personal footprint. But if you have the ability to grow and do
more then it is your responsibility to do so.
We are looking at what we can do and how we can get those around us engaged too, using their own
expertise. This includes parents and wider family members. How can they help us and what can we do for
them to further promote change.
We need to be creative and make those connections stronger and with those connections we can build
momentum and we become stronger.

So this is our next step on our journey. What part can we play in building a movement to save this planet.
What skills and resources, what avenues and connections do we have to create the greatest change that
we are able to.
We have already started our actions on this and are recognising the actions that we have been doing for
quite some time. One such action that we have been doing for quite some time and are looking to develop
is planning to involve children in advocacy. We are looking at the possibility of using social media for
parents and former centre families to keep them engaged in social justice and environmental issues and
providing them with ways to take action.

I am sure that some of your centres are already on Facebook. Centres can use Facebook to share what has
been happening in the centre. But it’s possibilities extend beyond this and we need to recognise and utilise
these possibilities to share information and create change. We are in the process of looking into how
Facebook could help in our promotion of community events, actions, and information on environmental
and social issues.

Facebook and social media does have its limitations however and cannot replace actual interpersonal
relationships.
We are also looking to build our standing within our local community. We have a strong connection with
Friends of Oakley Creek, an organisation that works to preserve and restore our centre awa, te Auaunga
Oakley Creek. We are looking at other community groups to introduce ourselves, where we are and what
we do. Community groups can be useful to discover what is happening in the area as well as providing an
avenue for the centre to speak on what it cares about and attempt to connect the community to wider
civic actions.
What I would like to know from you is what sort of groups do you have in your local communities that you
could reach out to or have reached out to. Any ideas would be greatly appreciated as we are working on
this at this stage of our journey.

For several years we have participated in marches and protests and have invited families to join us on
these. This includes the climate march of November last year. In the lead up to this particular march we
designed a banner and walked up and down some streets near the centre. We also posted leaflets in the
mailboxes of our surrounding neighbourhood promoting the march.
This is another part of our community engagement that we are starting. Marches in our community. In the
past we have had signage on our fence asking people what to consider when voting. These were great and
very visible on a busy road. The children would help to design these signs but that would be the end of the
interaction with them, aside from seeing them as they came to the centre.
Now we are trying out marching with these sorts of signs as a way to further engage the children in civic
participation, and build community engagement by promoting social and environmental issues. It
continues the path from making the signs to putting them into practice and seeing the impact they can
have.
Not only that though, getting the children involved in being active citizens will hopefully encourage parents
and family to explore further action. Suggesting examples of further action in documentation and in
conversation may prompt parents to think about what they can do.

We tried this out with our fair trade fortnight plan in May. Together with the teachers, the children made
signs promoting fair trade products. There was plenty of discussion about what fair trade is and why
people should choose fair trade. We also held exercises with the older children where they acted out the
exchanges of bananas for money throughout the supply chain, from farmer to consumer, looking at what
outcomes were fair and what were not fair, the outcome being that the middle person had most of the
money. We had an excellent video from All Good Organics about their bananas, as well as several stories
about fair trade. This meant that they had an understanding of what our message would be when
marching. We then took the signs out with the children to walk down the side of the road encouraging
passers by to choose fair trade products.
We plan to continue mini marches regularly, linking with current happenings as well as marching to
promote action on climate change and providing opportunities for children and parents to participate.

Our next large project with regards to civic participation and citizenship will likely be the local body
elections.
Elections are an excellent topic for maths and literacy, as well as learning about the world around them,
discovering how decisions in the community are made through governance, and how they can make a
difference in shaping these decisions.
In the past we have invited MPS to the centre to talk to the children. At last election we held a candidates
evening for the Mt Albert election candidates from Labour, National, NZ First, and the Greens to speak to
parents and teachers about their policy on climate change, environment, and education. We gave the
children the opportunity to ask questions via email too, and when MPs and other visitors come to the
centre the children will ask them a variety of questions.
Also part of this project was education on the voting system. We started out simple, with a choice of two
things, and as we progressed we added multiple options, added a one vote per person rule, introduced
private voting booths, campaigns, and the resulting coalitions that could be made from the outcome of the
vote. We got very close to an MMP style of election.
We took the children to the local voting booth and showed them how people voted. We also have a
government book that explains clearly what government does which was used to explain the outcome of
voting and who the MPs were.
As part of advocacy we made signs for our fence, getting message and design input from the children, with
the help of resources like the united nations convention on the rights of the child to help steer the
conversation. The signage encouraged people to consider the environment and children when they went
to vote.
This year, as well as discussing the election with the children, providing opportunities to vote and examine
local government, we will plan to do marches encouraging people to vote and keep in mind the
environment when they do so. We also hope to hold a candidates evening and invite the surrounding
community as a way to get people thinking about voting and connecting and raising our standing with the
local community.

Other links and resources (Kate Harris)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnyLIRCPajM is the Video called ‘Wake Up, Freak Out, then Get a
Grip. This is "A short animated film about the feedback loops likely to lead to catastrophic climate change,
by Leo Murray. (aprox 11 minutes long)
Well worth a watch. You can also access the transcript to it (which can be helpful processing the info) at:
http://wakeupfreakout.org/script.pdf

Also:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/series/the-ultimate-climate-change-faq is a Guardian
resource of FQA. It also includes info on feedback loops:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/jan/05/climate-change-feedback-loops

